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We show that the fully polarized triplet s-wave component is characterized not only by the spin direction,
but also by chirality. Interaction of a polarized triplet component and a singlet one results in creation of
triplet Cooper pairs with opposite spin direction or of different chiralities. Such spin transformation leads
to interesting phenomena in multiterminal magnetic Josephson junctions. We calculate the dc Josephson
current IJ in a multiterminal Josephson contact of the Sm/n/S
′
m type with “magnetic” superconductors Sm
that generate fully polarized triplet components. The superconductors Sm are attached to magnetic insu-
lators (filters) which let to pass electrons with a fixed spin direction only. The filter axes are assumed to
be oriented antiparallel to each other. The Josephson current is zero in two-terminal Josephson junction,
i.e., in S/n/Sm or in Sm/n/S
′
m contact. But in the three-terminal Josephson junction, with another S su-
perconductor attached to the normal wire, the finite current IJ appears flowing from the S superconduc-
tor to Sm superconductors. The currents through the right (left) superconductors Sm are opposite in sign,
IR ≡ IJ = Ic sin(χR+χL−2χ)=−IL, where χL/R and χ are the phases of superconductors Sm, S′m, and S, re-
spectively. We discuss possibilities of experimental observation of the effect.
PACS numbers: 74.78.Fk, 85.25.Cp, 85.75.-d, 74.45.+c
I. INTRODUCTION.
Most of superconducting materials are singlet supercon-
ductors, i.e., Cooper pairs in these materials consists of two
electrons with opposite spins and momenta. The wave
function of the Cooper pairs f and the superconducting
order parameter ∆ has the same sign for any direction of
mometum p (s-type superconductivity) in the low Tc super-
conductors or change sign by rotation of the p vector by π/2
(d-type superconductivity) in high Tc superconductors.
1,2
Another type of pairing—the triplet one—has been ob-
served first in the quantum liguid 3He.3–5 As to supercon-
ductors, only in the last decades it has been established that
the triplet superconductivity may arise in solids. Namely,
it is believed that the p-wave triplet Cooper pairs may ex-
ist in heavy-Fermion compounds (UPt3), in quasi-one di-
mensional organic materials and in crystals of Sr2RuO4 (see
the Reviews Refs. 5–7). In these superconductors, the wave
function f (p) and the order parameter ∆(p) are odd func-
tions of the momentum p. Hence, the scattering on con-
ventional impurities and on interfaces or rough surfaces
leads to isotropisation of these functions and finally to the
suppression of the superconductivity. Thus, the triplet
p-wave superconductivity takes place only in sufficiently
clean samples. Perhaps this is the reason why numerous
theoretical predictions concerning the Josephson and prox-
imity effects in the systems TS-SS, TS-TS and TS-F-S,8–14
have yet not been detected in experiments which usually
deal with diffusive materials (here, TS stands for a p-wave
triplet superconductor, while SS represents a singlet super-
conductor, and F—a ferromagnet).
On the other hand, isotropic triplet superconductivity (or,
to bemore exact, triplet superconducting correlations) may
arise in a conventional singlet superconductor in the pres-
ence of an external magnetic field H or internal exchange
field h (see reviews Refs. 15–17 and references therein). In a
homogeneous H or h, the total spin of triplet Cooper pairs S
is oriented perpendicularly to the vector H, respectively h,
so that spins of the condensate do not contribute to the
induced magnetic moment (zero Knight shift)18–21. How-
ever, if the field h(x) is nonuniform, the triplet component
with S ∥h may arise in the system. Such a case is realized,
for instance, in multilayered F1/F2/S structures with non-
collinear exchange fields h1,2 in the ferromagnets F1,2. The
singlet component penetrates into the ferromagnetic layers
F1,2 provided that F2 is a weak ferromagnet or the F2 film is
sufficiently thin. Under the action of the exchange field h2,
the singlet component creates triplet Cooper pairs with zero
projection of the vector S0 on h2. If the vectors h1,2 are
not collinear, some triplet Cooper pairs have a projection
of the vector S±1 parallel to the direction of h1. The sin-
glet Cooper pairs and the triplet pairs with zero projection
of S on h1 penetrate into the diffusive F1 over a short dis-
tance ξh ∝ 1/
√
h1, whereas the penetration depth of the
Cooper pairs with S ∥h1 is rather long and may reach the
value ξT ∝ 1/
p
T (usually T ≪ h)22.
In the first case, the exchange field h1 destroys the singlet
Cooper pairs, but does not affect the triplet Cooper pairs
with total spin S parallel to the vector h1. The component
of the wave function describing the latter Cooper pairs is
called the long-range triplet component (LRTC)16,17.
Very important for the experimental observation of the
LRTC is the independence of the penetration length ξT on
the exchange field h and a weak dependence of this length
on the impurity concentration. To be more exact, this
dependence is nearly the same as the corresponding de-
pendence of penetration length of the singlet component
into a normal metal, i.e., in the ballistic case this length
is ξh ≃ vF/T and in the diffusive case—ξh ≃
p
D/T , where
D = vFl/3 is the diffusion coefficient with the Fermi veloc-
ity vF. These circumstances allow one to detect the LRTC
easily and to manipulate it.
2Indeed, the effect of the deep penetration of the LRTC
into strong ferromagnets has been observed in several ex-
periments. In most of these experiments, the Josephson
current IJ has been measured in S/F JJs of different types.
Some JJs were S/F1. . . Fn/S multilayered structures with
noncollinear magnetizations Mi in different Fi layers
23,24.
In the case of collinear magnetizations Mi , the current has
been observer as being negligible and increased drastically
if the LRTC appeared due to noncollinearity of Mi
23,24. In
other experiments, single layer S/F/S JJs were used with
the magnetization vector M in F that changed its direction
in space (helical ferromagnet)25–27. In the third group of
experiments28,29, the LRTC has been created eventually at
the so-called spin-active interfaces. The LRTC resulted in a
measurable Josephson current. In experiments by Leksin et
al.30 the dependence of the critical temperature Tc on the
angle between themagnetization vectors M and M′ in ferro-
magnets F and F′ in the system F/F′/S has been observed.
This dependence is a result of the appearance of the LRTC.
All types of JJs where the LRTC arises were investigated
theoretically in detail, i.e., the current IJ has been calculated
for multilayered S/F1. . . Fn/S JJs with spin-inactive inter-
faces31–37 and for S/F/S JJs with spin-active interfaces38–51.
The proximity effect in S/F structures22,48,50,52–56 with
nonhomogeneous magnetization and the critical temper-
ature of the superconducting transition in multilayered
S/F/F′ structures57,58 have also been studied theoretically.
It is important that in both cases the LRTC are, gener-
ally speaking, different. One can consider spin-active inter-
face as a superconducting film S covered by a thin layer of
a weak ferromagnet Fw and attached to a thin magnetic in-
sulator Im; we denote this system as Sm/Im (corresponding
to the structure S/Fw/Im). If electrons with only one spin di-
rection (say, oriented in the direction of the z-axis) can tun-
nel through the magnetic insulator and the exchange field
in Fw is not parallel to the z-axis, then the triplet Cooper
pairs penetrating into the n or F wire in an Sm/n (respec-
tively, Sm/F) structure would be fully polarized, i.e., they
would have only S↑↑ component of the total spin. On the
other hand, the triplet Cooper pairs penetrating into thenor
F wire through a strong ferromagnet Fs in an S/Fw/Fs/n or
S/Fw/Fs/F structure have both projections, S↑↑ and S↓↓, of
the total spin. The presence of differently oriented Cooper
pairs in the S/Fw/Fs/n or S/Fw/Fs/F structure is caused by
the fact that the Zeeman term in the Hamiltonian describ-
ing the interaction of the condensate and the exchange field
field in the strong ferromagnet, Fs, commutes with the wave
(Green’s) function of these Cooper pairs.
Different types of the triplet Cooper pairs manifest
themselves in JJs of two types, Sm/Im/n/Sm/Im/Sm and
Sm/Fs/n/Fs/Sm, leading to quite different behavior of the
Josephson current IJ as a function of relative polarization of
filters or exchange field hs in Fs at the right and left banks of
the JJ59. Whereas the current IJ has the same value for paral-
lel or antiparallel orientations of the vectors of the exchange
field hs in the right or left ferromagnet Fs in Sm/Fs/n/Fs/Sm
JJ, the current IJ differs from zero at equally oriented filter
axes Im in Sm/Im/n/Im/Sm JJs and equals zero, IJ = 0, at an-
tiparallel orientations of the filter axes59. This means that
the quantum interference occurs only between parallel ori-
ented triplet Cooper pairs. No interference takes place for
the triplet Cooper pairs with S↑↑ and S↓↓ total spins. Note
that as a filter one can use not only magnetic insulator,
but also a magnetic half metal. The latter also lets to pass
only fully polarized Cooper pairs. The penetration of the
triplet component through a half metal has been studied in
Refs. 38, 42, and 60.
It is important to note that in the case of antiparallel fil-
ter axes not only Cooper pairs can not flow through the fil-
ters, but also the quasiparticle current is zero. Therefore, the
Sm/Im↓/n/Im↑/Sm system at any temperatures is not pene-
trable for charge carriers of any type (arrows denote the di-
rection of filter axes).
In this Paper, we study the interaction between fully po-
larized triplet Cooper pairs with the singlet condensate in a
Josephson junctions of the Sm/Im↓/n/Im↑/Sm-type to which
a conventional singlet BCS superconductor is attached via a
normal n wire [see Fig. 1 (a)].
In the assumed case of antiparallel filter axes, the Joseph-
son current is zero as is the case in an S/n/Im/Sm-type con-
tact in the same order of approximation in the transmis-
sion coefficient of the n/Im/Sm interface. We show that
the interaction of the singlet and triplet components in
an Sm/Im↓/n/S/n/Im↑/Sm-type Josephson contact with an-
tiparallel filter axes leads to a nonzero Josephson current,
IJ 6= 0.
We calculate the Josephson current IJ in the lowest order
of approximation in the transmittance coefficient rR,L of the
right (left) n/Im/Sm interfaces and show that in the three-
terminal Sm/Im↓/n/S/n/Im↑/Sm JJ with antiparallel Im↑,↓ fil-
ters, the Josephson current IJ (IJ∝ rLrR) is finite only if all
three terminals are present. On the other hand, IJ = 0 in any
two-terminal JJs, i.e., in Sm/Im↓/n/Im↑/Sm and in S/n/Im/Sm
junctions.
Moreover, we show that the triplet components with ±1
projection of the total spin S on the z axis are character-
ized not only by the spin projection, +1 or −1, but also by
different chiralities. This means that spin-up (spin-down)
triplet Cooper pairs are described by two independent wave
functions of different chiralities, which has physical conse-
quences manifesting itself, e.g., in different expressions for
the Josephson current.
II. SYSTEM AND MAIN EQUATIONS.
We consider two types of “magnetic” Josephson junc-
tions, which we denote as “TST” (triplet-singlet-triplet)
and, respectively, “TS” (triplet-singlet) contacts [see cor-
responding Figs. 1 (a) and 1 (b)]. The TST contact is a
Sm/Fl/n/S/n/Fl
′/S′m junction with a tunnel spin-active bar-
rier Fl (filter) with a spin-dependent transparency (such
kinds of magnetic insulators have been already used in ex-
periments, e.g., ultrathin EuO films61 or DyN and GdN62)
separating the n wire from two Sm and S
′
m reservoirs that
represent superconductors with exchange fields hR,L lying
3FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the systems under considera-
tion. (a) The TST contact. (b) The TS contact.
in the (x, y) plane.
The “magnetic” superconductor Sm may be realized in
the form of a superconductor/weak ferromagnet bilayer,
S/Fw, with an effective exchange field h=hFdF/(dF+dS),
where hF is an exchange field in Fw and dF,S are the thick-
nesses of the Fw and S films, respectively
59,63. One more
superconductor, which is a conventional singlet supercon-
ductor S, is attached to the normal wire (or film). Penetra-
tion of Cooper pairs through Fl is taken into account via
boundary conditions. We consider the case when the fil-
ter Fl passes electrons with only one spin direction collinear
with the z axis. TheTS contact represents a TST contact with
detached S′m reservoir.
As in Refs. 16 and 59, we employ the well developed
method of quasiclassical Green’s functions64–67. In partic-
ular, this technique has been used succesfully in describ-
ing superconducting mesoscopic heterostructures.68–73 In
the considered case of singlet and triplet Cooper pairs,
the quasiclassical Green’s functions gˆ are matrices in the
particle-hole and spin spaces with basis represented by
tensor products Xˆik = τˆi · σˆk , where the Pauli matrices τˆi
and σˆk (i ,k = 1,2,3) and the unit matrices τˆ0 and σˆ0 oper-
ate in the particle-hole and spin space, respectively (see also
Ref. 16).
We consider the most relevant from experimental point
of view diffusive structures, where the mean free path l is
much shorter than the coherence length ξT =
p
D/πT with
the diffusion coefficient D = vFl/3, the Fermi velocity vF
and the temperature T . Only s-wave Cooper pairs, triplet
or singlet, survive in this case.
In the n wires in the ν-direction (ν= x, y ), these ma-
trix Green’s functions gˆ (ω) in the Matsubara representation
obey the Usadel equation16,59,74
−∂ν(gˆ∂ν gˆ )+κ2ω[Xˆ30 , gˆ ]= 0, (1)
and the normalization condition
gˆ · gˆ = 1, (2)
where κ2ω = |ω|/D , and ω= (2n+1)πT is the Matsubara fre-
quency.75
At ±Lν the boundary conditions can be written as (see
Refs. 76, and 77 and Eq. (4.7) in Ref. 78)
Lν gˆ∂νgˆ |ν=±Lν =±rν[gˆ , ΓˆνGˆνΓˆν]|ν=±Lν , (3)
where rν = Lν/σRb,ν, with the conductivity of the n wire σ
and the n-Fl interface resistance at ±Lν per unit area Rb,ν
assumed to be equal for left and right banks.
At the interface between the normal wire and the singlet
superconductor, the matrix Γˆν does not depend on spins,
such that Γˆν = 1. In contrast, at the Sm/Fl/n interface, the
matrix transmission coefficient Γˆν describes the electron
transmission with a spin-dependent probability T↑,↓. If the
filters let to pass only electrons with spins aligned paral-
lel to the z axis, then Γˆν =Tν+Uν Xˆ33 so that the proba-
bility for an electron with spin up (down) to pass into the
n wire is T↑,↓ =Tν+ζνUν with ζν =+1 if the filter passes
only spin-up electrons, whereas ζν =−1 means that the fil-
ter passes spin-down electrons only. Therefore, the con-
dition Tν = ζνUν means that electrons with only one spin
orientation are allowed to pass through the filter. The co-
efficients T and U are assumed to be normalized, i.e.,
T
2+U 2 = 1.
Quasiclassical Green’s function matrices Gˆν in supercon-
ductors Sν in presence of a uniform exchange field hν ori-
ented along the z axis [hν = (0,0,hν)] have the form (drop-
ping ν for brevity)
Gˆ0 = g+Xˆ30+ g−Xˆ33+ Fˆ . (4)
Here, the first two terms describe the normal part, and the
last term,
Fˆ = Xˆ10 f++ Xˆ13 f− , (5)
is the anomalous (Gor’kov’s) part, where
f± = (1/2)[ f (ω+ ih)± f (ω− ih)] with f (ω)=∆/
p
ω2+∆2.
The functions g± are obtained from f± using the orthogo-
nality condition Eq. (2).
The first, respectively, the second terms in the expression
for Fˆ , Eq. (5) correspond to the singlet component, respec-
tively, to triplet component with zero projection of the total
spin of a Cooper pair on the direction of the vector h. The
triplet component f− turns to zero at h = 0 (in the singlet
superconductor) and, as should be in accordance with the
Pauli principle, is an odd function ofω.
4Presence of superconducting phase χ is introduced via a
gauge transformation Fˆχ = Sˆχ · Fˆ · Sˆ†χ, with the unitary ma-
trix Sˆχ = exp[Xˆ30iχ/2]. Moreover, with the help of the rota-
tion matrix
Rˆβ, j = cos(β/2)+ i sin(β/2)Xˆ0 j (6)
it is easy to obtain the matrix Fˆβ for an arbitrary orientation
of the exchange field h= {hi }.
In the following, we concentrate on the case when the ex-
change fields hR,L in the tight and left superconductors are
perpendicular to the magnetization Ms in the strong fer-
romagnet, i.e., hR,L ⊥Ms. In this case, the triplet compo-
nents at the right and left have no nonzero projection on
the filter axes (parallel, respectively, antiparallel with the
z axis). Thus, the Green’s function in the ν-th superconduc-
tor with the phase χν and with the exchange field lying in
the (x, y) plane and setting up the angle αν with the x axis
reads
Gˆν = Rˆαν ,3Rˆ−π/2,2SˆχνGˆ0Sˆ†χν Rˆ
†
−π/2,2Rˆ
†
αν,3
, (7)
and we choose the Green’s functions in the right supercon-
ductor as
GˆR ≡ GˆR(χR)= Rˆ−π/2,2SˆχRGˆ0Sˆ†χR Rˆ
†
−π/2,2 , (8)
i.e., we set the angle α= 0 in the right superconductor and
the Green’s function in the left superconductor is obtained
by exchange χR→χL and a rotation of GˆR around the z axis
by the angle α,
GˆL ≡ GˆL(χL)= Rˆα,3Rˆ−π/2,2SˆχLGˆ0Sˆ†χL Rˆ
†
−π/2,2Rˆ
†
α,3 . (9)
Solving the Eq. (1) supplemented with Eqs. (2) and (3),
and using expressions in Eqs. (8) and (9), we can calculate
the Josephson IQ and spin Isp currents through the inter-
face ν=±Lν which are given by the expressions
IQ,ν =σe−12πiT
∑
ω
Tr{Xˆ30 · gˆ∂x gˆ }|ν , (10)
Isp,ν =µBσe−22πiT
∑
ω
Tr{Xˆ03 · gˆ∂x gˆ }|ν , (11)
where µB is the effective Bohr magneton and e—the ele-
mentary charge. Moreover, we can determine the magnetic
moment in the n wire M= {Mi },
Mi =µBN 2πT
∑
ω
Tr{Xˆ3i · gˆ } , (12)
where N is the density of states in the normal state.
The quasiclassical Green’s function gˆ = gˆn+ fˆ consists of
the normal Green’s function gˆn which is diagonal in the
particle-hole space, and of the nondiagonal condensate
function fˆ . The solution can easily be found for the case of
short n wires. Wewill be interested only in the caseT =±U
when the singlet component does not penetrate through
the filters.
Assuming short n wires (Lν≪ ξT ≡
p
D/πT ) and integrat-
ing Eq. (1) over ±Lν taking into account the boundary con-
ditions Eq. (3), we arrive at the equation79
[Λˆ , gˆ ]= 0, (13)
where Λˆ= Λˆ0+δΛˆ, with Λˆ0 = (κωL)2Xˆ30+ Λˆy , L = 2Lx +Ly ,
δΛˆ= Λˆx , and
Λˆν = [rνΓˆνGˆνΓˆν]|+Lν + [rνΓˆνGˆνΓˆν]|−Lν . (14)
In Eq. (14), for Λˆy the second term vanishes, and for Λˆx in
the TS contact—the first term.
We assume that the interface resistances Rb,x are
larger than the resistances Lx/σx so that rx ≪ 1 and we
can easily find solutions of Eq. (13) using an expan-
sion gˆ = gˆ0+ gˆ1+ . . ., where the zeroth order gˆ0 is ob-
tained fromEq. (13) employing the normalization condition
gˆ · gˆ = 1,
gˆ0 = E−1Λˆ0 = E−1
[
G˜SXˆ30+ FˆS
]
, (15)
with E 2 = Tr(Λˆ20)/4= G˜2S+F 2S and FˆS = FSexp[Xˆ30iχ], where
G˜S = ry g (ω)+ωL2/Dry and FS = ryT 2y f (ω). Equation (15)
for gˆ0 describes the singlet component induced in thenwire
due to proximity effect. In the limit of a high transparency
of the S/n interface (ry →∞), the matrix gˆ0 is close to the
Green’s function of the BCS superconductor. If the trans-
parency is small (ry ≪ 1), the matrix gˆ0 describes a sin-
glet condensate with an amplitude which is not small at
small energies ǫ= iω∼ ǫsub, where ǫsub is the magnitude of
a subgap induced by proximity effect. It is determined from
the equation E (−iǫsub)= 0 and equals ǫsub = ryETh, where
ETh =D/L2 is the Thouless energy.
For the first correctionwe obtain, again using the normal-
ization condition Eq. (2),
gˆ1 =
1
2E
(
δΛˆ− gˆ0 ·δΛˆ · gˆ0
)
. (16)
It determines the Green’s function in the structures shown
in Figs. 1 (a) and 1 (b), but in order to understand the nature
of interaction between the triplet and singlet components,
we first consider the simpler system shown in Fig. 1 (b).
III. TS CONTACT.
For simplicity, we assume that χL = 0 and αL = 0. This
choice is justified since the right Sm superconductor is dis-
connected from the n wire [see Fig. 1 (b)].
In this case, the matrix δΛˆ has the form
δΛˆ= 2rxUL
[
g+(Xˆ30+ζXˆ03)+ f−Xˆm (ζ)
]
, (17)
where Xˆm(ζ) is given by
Xˆm(ζ)=
{
Xˆx (ζ)≡ Xˆ11−ζXˆ22 , if h ∥ eˆx ,
Xˆy (ζ)≡ Xˆ12+ζXˆ21 , if h ∥ eˆy ,
(18)
i.e., depending on the way the coordinate system is
chosen—either is the x axis chosen as showing in the direc-
tion of h or it is the y axis—it defines a chirality or hand-
edness (m = x, y) via the vector product h×nf with nf de-
termining the z axis. In addition, the form of these matri-
ces depends on the direction of the spin filters (ζ=±1). In
5the case of the x-chirality, the filter lets to pass Cooper pairs
with spin up if ζ=+1 and the Sm/n interface is transpar-
ent only for the Cooper pairs with spin down if ζ=−1, and
vice versa for the y-chirality. One can show that terms given
by Xˆx (+1) describe correlations of the form ∝〈cˆ↑cˆ↑(t)〉
while those given by Xˆx (−1)—of the form∝〈cˆ↓cˆ↓(t)〉; cor-
respondingly describe terms given by Xˆy (−1) correlations
of the form∝〈cˆ↑cˆ↑(t)〉 while those given by Xˆy (+1)—of the
form∝〈cˆ↓cˆ↓(t)〉.
Using the expression in Eq. (17) for δΛˆ we calculate the
correction gˆ1 from Eq. (16),
gˆ1 =
1
2E 3
(δgˆDoS+ gˆs+ gˆtr+ gˆM ) . (19)
Here, δgˆDoS = g+F 2S Xˆ30 describes a correction to the density
of states of the n wire due to proximity effect in the S/n sys-
tem; the second term, gˆs =−2G˜SFS cosχXˆ10 corresponds to
the singlet component induced in the n wire.
The most important term gˆtr describing the triplet
Cooper pairs with a nonzero projection of the total spin
onto the z-axis equals
gˆtr = f−
[
(2G˜2S+F 2S )Xˆm(ζ)−F 2S exp(2iχXˆ30) · Xˆm (−ζ)
]
. (20)
It describes the triplet components of different processes.
The first term in the square brackets is the “incident” triplet
component. The second term arises due to the interaction
of the “incident” triplet component [∝ f−Xˆm(ζ)] with the
singlet one induced in the n wire from the superconduc-
tor S. For the Cooper pairs with the chirality, say,m = x, this
term can be written as
f−F 2S
[
cos(2χ)Xˆx (−ζ)+ζsin(2χ)Xˆy (−ζ)
]
. (21)
As discussed above, the matrices Xˆx (±1) and Xˆy (∓1) de-
scribe the spin-up (respectively, spin-down) triplet Cooper
pairs with different chirality.
The obtained results can be understood as a “scattering”
of the triplet Cooper pairs by the singlet ones which leads to
creation of new triplet Cooper pairs with another chirality
and spindirection. We emphasize that this is themain result
of this Paper, namely the fact that presence of the singlet
condensate leads, i.a., to appearance of triplet Cooper pairs
with opposite spin relative to the injected ones. We show in
Section IV that this fact has concrete physical consequences
leading, e.g., to occurrence of current in a junction, where
the current vanishes in case of missing singlet condensate.
The last term in Eq. (19) describes the magnetic mo-
ment M induced in the n wire,
gˆM (ζ)=−2 f−G˜SFS Xˆ30·
{
Xˆ01 cosχ+ζXˆ02 sinχ , x-chirality ,
Xˆ02 cosχ−ζXˆ01 sinχ , y-chirality ,
(22)
In case of the x-chirality, the first term (∝ cosχ) deter-
mines the magnetic moment aligned parallel to the x axis,
while the second term (∝ sinχ) describes themagnetic mo-
ment along the y axis. Note that the magnetic moment M
arises due to polarization of the singlet Cooper pairs by the
triplet component. The triplet Cooper pairs are oriented in
the z direction, but the induced magnetic moment lies in
the (x, y) plane.
A similar effect arises in an S/F bilayer with an uni-
form magnetization MF = (0,0,MF)16,80–82. In the latter sys-
tem, the triplet component with zero projection of the to-
tal spin S on the z axis, i.e., S= (Sx ,Sy ,0), is induced in
the F film due to the proximity effect, and penetrates into
the S film due to the inverse proximity effect. This compo-
nent polarizes the singlet Cooper pairs in the superconduc-
tor S so that the magnetic moment M arises in the S film
in the direction perpendicular to the (x, y) plane, i.e., in
the z direction. This leads to screening (or anti-screening)
of the magnetic moment of the ferromagnet F which has
been observed experimentally83–85 (see also the recent pa-
per Ref. 86). Note that the magnetic moment caused by the
LRTC has been calculated in other systems, where no filter-
ing takes place, e.g., in Refs. 87 and 88.
As regards the currents in the considered TS contact,
inserting the solution given by Eq. (19) into Eqs. (3),
(10), and (11), we obtain the rather anticipated results
IQ = 0, (23)
Isp = 0, (24)
i.e., both currents vanish and there is no transfer of sin-
glet Cooper pairs from the singlet superconductor into the
“magnetic” superconductors, neither of triplet Cooper pairs
vice versa.
IV. TST CONTACT.
As a consequence of “scattering” of the triplet Cooper
pairs by the singlet condensate leading to creation of new
triplet Cooper pairs with another chirality and spin direc-
tion, Eqs. (19)–(21), it may be expected that there appears a
finite current in a system, where there is none if the singlet
condensate is absent. To be specific, we consider a struc-
ture consisting of two “magnetic” superconductors Sm con-
nected by a normal wire which is attached to the supercon-
ductors via the antiparallel oriented filters. This structure
has been considered in Ref. 59 and it has been found there
that, in this case, spin and charge Josephson currents van-
ish. Attaching an additional singlet superconductor to the
normal wire we obtain the TST contact with antiparallel ori-
ented filters as sketched in Fig. 1 (a), thus introducing sin-
glet condensate into the junction.
From Eqs. (3), (10), and (11), with the solution given by
Eq. (16), we obtain, at the interface of the right triplet super-
conductor non vanishing Josephson and spin currents with
a rather unusual phase dependence,
IQ = Im sin(χL+χR−2χ+ζ−α) , (25)
Isp = ζ−µBe−1Im sin(χL+χR−2χ+ζ−α) , (26)
with ζ− = (ζR−ζL)/2=±1 corresponding to the case when
the right filter passes spin-up (respectively, spin-down)
6FIG. 2. The coefficient Im in the Josephson current [Eqs. (25)
and (26)] on temperature for different values of the exchange
field h, i.e., h = 0.5∆T (red dashed curve) respectively h = 2.0∆T
(black solid curve), where∆T is the superconducting order param-
eter in the “magnetic” superconductor at T = 0. The current van-
ishes at T = TS, where TS is the superconducting transition tem-
perature in the singlet superconductor assumed to be lesser than
that of the “magnetic” superconductors. Note that in the case of
h = 2.0∆T , the critical coefficient Im is a non-monotonic function
of the temperature and one observes an enhancement of Im in a
range of temperatures, resembling the results obtained in Refs. 43
and 89.
Cooper pairs. We remind that the filters are assumed to
be oriented antiparallel, ζL =−ζR (i.e., int this case ζ− = ζR),
and, that the case of α= 0 corresponds to equal chiral-
ities whereas α=π/4—to the case of opposite chiralities
of Cooper pairs participating in transport. In Eqs. (25)
and (26), the critical current Im equals
Im = IcrRrL
∑
f 2−F
2
SE
−3/∑ f 2E−2 , (27)
where the sum is taken over the Matsubara frequencies
and Ic/r
2
S
is the critical current of a standard Joseph-
son S/n/S junction with the transparency rS. If the
Sm/n/Sm junction is not connected with the superconduc-
tor S, the critical current Im is zero (one has to set FS = 0).
This fact is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 2, where we plot
the temperature dependence of the critical current Im(T ).
The current Im(T ) turns to zero when the temperature T
exceeds the critical temperature of the singlet superconduc-
tor. Moreover, in Fig. 4 we present a sketch of the current–
phase relation as obtained in Eqs. (25) and (26) for a fixed
value ofα andφ representing the total phase difference, i.e.,
for φ= χL+χR−2χ.
Equations (25) and (26) represent the main result of the
present Section. They determine the Josephson and spin
currents in the system under consideration. The sign of the
critical current is negative (π-junction) because the func-
FIG. 3. (a) The Josephson charge and spin currents in a TST con-
tact [cf. Fig. 1 (a)] as calculated in Eqs. (25) and (26) with sub-
sequent discussion (see main text). The charge current IQ flows
from the singlet to the “magnetic” superconductors with spin fil-
ters. There is no spin transport between those terminals since the
spin current Isp flows between the triplet terminals only. The spin-
polarized condensates move in the n wires each towards the cor-
responding terminals in opposite direction, IR
Q
=−IL
Q
. Since spin-
up spin current moving to the left corresponds to spin-down spin
current moving to the right (and vice versa), the spin current at
the right interface has the same direction as that at the left inter-
face, IRsp = ILsp. (b)Detailed resolution in terms of triplet and singlet
Cooper pairs participating in charge and spin transport. The inter-
action between the singlet and triplet condensates leads to disso-
lution of two singlet Cooper pairs from the singlet superconduc-
tor into two triplet Cooper pairs moving towards the correspond-
ing filter interface which lets to pass spin-up or spin-down elec-
trons only. Also, the triplet Cooper pairs stemming from the corre-
sponding “magnetic” superconductor are transformedupon inter-
action into triplet Cooper pairs with opposite spin direction [see
Eq. (20) and discussion in Section III]. Here, the spin-up triplet
Cooper pairs move to the left interface, whereas the spin-down
triplet Cooper pairs—to the right with same velocity, thus yield-
ing a net spin current but zero charge current. (c) The expression
Eq. (25) for the Josephson current can be understood as a Joseph-
son relation for the case of two superconductors, one of which is
a usual singlet one, and the second represents a combination of
two triplet superconductors. In this case, the Josephson effect is
essentially a four-fermion process.
7tion f− = [ f (ω+ ih)− f (ω− ih)]/2 is purely imaginary. The
dependence of the currents on the phases of the supercon-
ductors S and Sm is purely sinusoidal, but this dependence
is rather unusual—there is no dependence purely on the
phase differences χL−χ nor χR−χ. The current-phase re-
lation, Eqs. (25) and (26), is similar to the corresponding
dependence for an SM/S/SM system, where superconduc-
tors SM are coupled via Majorana fermions.
90 There is how-
ever a significant difference—the current IQ in Ref. 90 is pro-
portional to IQ ≃ sin[(χL+χR)/2−χ] unlike the dependence
in Eq. (25). Thus, in the case considered by Jiang et al., the
current is transfered by single singlet Cooper pair which is
split into two Majorana fermions. In our case, two singlet
Cooper pairs passing through the n/S interface are divided
into two triplet Cooper pairs with antiparallel total spins
propagating in opposite directions (to the right and left Sm
superconductors), cf. Fig 3 (b) and (c), resulting in a differ-
ent prefactor in front of the total phase difference.
At the interface of the left triplet superconductor, the
Josephson charge current has opposite sign, whereas the
spin current has the same sign as compared to those at the
right interface, i.e., IQ = IRQ =−ILQ, whereas Isp = IRsp = ILsp. As
sketched in Fig. 3 (a), by means of the current conserva-
tion it follows then that a charge current twice the calcu-
lated IQ flows through the interface of the singlet supercon-
ductor. Correspondingly, there is no net spin current into
or out the singlet superconductor. Note that the nature of
the charge currents at different interfaces is essentially dis-
tinct. While at the interface of the singlet superconduc-
tors there exists charge current of singlet Cooper pairs, at
the interfaces of the triplet superconductors, one observes
currents of triplet Cooper pairs with correspondingly ori-
ented spin projection, as follows from considerations on
scattering processes in theTS contact. Equivalently, one can
view this as charge current carried by singlet Cooper pairs
through the S/n interface being separated in the n wire into
two currents which are opposite to each other and are car-
ried by triplet Cooper pairs with opposite spin direction to
left, respectively, right terminal with corresponding filter.
As contrasted to results of Ref. 59, where we found that,
in the caseα= 0, the currents vanish in the junction consist-
ing of triplet superconductorswithfilters passing oppositely
oriented Cooper pairs, now, they “talk” to each other via
the singlet superconductor. It is important that both—the
charge and the spin currents—are finite only if all three ter-
minals are attached to the normal wire, rR,L 6= 0 and FS 6= 0.
The interaction of the singlet and triplet Cooper pairs
opens the way for the spin current to flow between the
triplet terminals and for the charge current between the sin-
glet terminal and the triplet ones.
Note that the both currents are proportional to each
other, Isp = ζ−µBe−1IQ, which is interesting from the point
of view of applications of the considered setup in supercon-
ducting spintronics,91,92 since it allows for controlling and
monitoring the spin current directly via the Josephson cur-
rent in an experimentally accessible way.
FIG. 4. The current-phase relation of the Josephson spin and
charge currents obtained in Eqs. (25) and (26) is a π-periodic func-
tion (solid black curve) as contrasted, e.g., the 2π-periodicity in a
usual Josephson contact (blue dashed curve), or the 4π-periodic
Josephson effect of a Majorana-type condensate (red dash-dotted
curve).
V. EXPERIMENT PROPOSAL.
Perhaps, the simplest way to observe the predicted effect
is to use the superconductor S with a critical temperature TS
lesser than the critical temperatures of the superconduc-
tors Sm, TmR = TmL ≡ Tm. Then, the dc Josephson current IJ
is finite at T < TS and turns to zero at temperatures higher
than TS, see Fig. 2. On the other hand, the current IJ is finite
if the filter axes are parallel to each other at any temperature
less than Tm, in which case IJ 6= 0 even in absence of the sin-
glet superconductor S59.
A more sophisticated experiment would involve circuits
of superconducting loops additionally connecting the ter-
minals:
• If the left triplet superconductor Sm,L is connected
with the singlet superconductor S, the phases of both
superconductors are equal (in the absence of a mag-
netic flux in the loop connecting the superconduc-
tors), χ=χL. In this case, the Josephson current flows
from S to Sm,R, and the current-phase relation has the
usual form: IQ = Ic sin(χR−χ). If there is a magnetic
flux Φ in the loop, then the difference χR−χ should
be replaced by χR−χ+2πΦ/Φ0, whereΦ0 is the mag-
netic flux quantum;
• If superconductors Sm,R and Sm,L are connected, then
χR =χL (in absence of Φ) and we obtain for the cur-
rent the relation IQ = Ic sin[2(χR−χ)], i.e., the period
of the current oscillations as a function of the phase
difference equals π, see Fig. 4 withφ=χR−χ= χL−χ;
• Assume that the left triplet superconductor Sm,L is
disconnected from the circuit. Then, no supercur-
rent can flow through the branch S/n/Sm,R as well.
This means that the phase χL of the left triplet su-
perconductor Sm,L is adjusted in such a way that
χR+χL−χ= 0.
8VI. CONCLUSION.
Using the quasiclassical approachwe have shown that in-
teraction of a polarized s-wave triplet component and a sin-
glet one results in creationof triplet Cooper pairswith oppo-
site spin direction or of different chiralities. Such spin trans-
formation leads to interesting effects inmagnetic Josephson
junctions.
Considering the dc Josephson effect in a multiterminal
Josephson contact of the Sm/n/S/n/S
′
m type with “mag-
netic” superconductors Sm, that generate fully polarized
triplet components, and a singlet superconductor S with a
phase χ, we determined the Josephson and spin currents
in the case when the filter axes of the triplet superconduc-
tors Sm are oriented antiparallel to each other.
As contrasted to the case when the singlet superconduc-
tor is absent59, the currents are finite and show an un-
usual phase dependence on the phases χL/R of supercon-
ductors Sm, IJ,sp∝ Ic sin(χR+χL−2χ), i.e., they do not de-
pend on the difference, χR−χL, between the phases of the
right and left triplet superconductors Sm.
Interestingly, this expression represents a Josephson ef-
fect taking place between two usual singlet superconduc-
tors with phases χR+χL and 2χ, respectively. Qualita-
tively, this is true since there occurs Josephson current
between the singlet superconductor and the two triplet
terminals which can be viewed as one singlet supercon-
ductor, Fig. 3 (c), but quantitatively this describes a dou-
bling of the relative phase difference. Thus, the current-
phase relation is a π-periodic function as contrasted, e.g.,
the 2π-periodicity in a usual Josephson contact, or the
4π-periodic Josephson effect of a Majorana-type conden-
sate93,94.
The Josephson currents vanish in casewhen one arbitrary
terminal is disconnected from the heterostructure.
We discussed possibilities of experimental observation of
the effect.
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